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Shigeru NAKAMURA
Abstract
There exists a deep relationship between the Chebyshev polynomials and the Fibonacci & Lucas numbers.
In this short note, I will show some new Fibonacci & Lucas identities via the Chebyshev polynomials.
1. Introduction
It is well-known that there are close relationships between the Chebyshev polynomials and the Fibonacci
& Lucas numbers. In an earlier paper [6] , written in Japanese, I revealed some of these relations, and got
some Fibonacci & Lucas identities.
In this note, I will first summarize some of main results of my Japanese paper, and then I will show further
Fibonacci & Lucas identities via the Chebyshev polynomials.
Definition The Chebyshev polynomials of the 1st & 2nd kinds are defined respectively by
Tn(x) =cosn6, Un(x) =sin(n+l)0/sin6,
where x=cos#. Note that once we get polynomial expressions of these functions, x varies in C, the field of
all the complex numbers.
In the following, I will use mostly the "modified" Chebyshev polynomials of the 1st & 2nd kinds:
tn(x) =2Tn (x/2), un(x) =Un(x/2),
which are monic polynomials of degree n (n />0).
Note that these polynomials are the same as the "Vieta polynomials"(cf. N. Robbins[8]).
The following recurrent relations provide the easiest way to calculate these polynomials:
tn+2(x)=xtn+,(x) -tn (x); to (x) =2, t,(x)=x. (Al)
un+2(x)=xun+1(x) -un(x); uo(x)=l, u^x^x. (A2)
Here, (Al) corresponds to (l) in [6]. Similarly, the Theorem Al & Proposition Al correspond to the
Theorem 1 & Proposition 1 in [6], respectively, and so on.
From the definition, the Chebyshev polynomials can be expressed by
tAx) ={^±£fEAy+ {^qEiy ^3)
/\ i/XTV X 4å .n , /X~vX 4>n+]| ., a 3 /.a
un(x)=|( )n+1-( ) +I|/V x2-4 (A4)
Two kinds of these polynomials are related each other by the following equations:
tn(x)=un(x) -un_2(x), (A7)
(x2-4)un (x) =to+2(x) -tn (x), (A8)
which are readily obtained from trigonometric identities:
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sin(n+l)0 -sin(n-l)/9 =2sin8 •Ecosnd,
and cos(n+2)0 -cosn0 =-2sin0 - sin(n+l)0.






























Derivatives of the Chebyshev polynomials are as follows:
t'n (x) =nun_1(x),
(x2-4)u'n (x) = (n+l)t»+1(x)-xun(x).
Then the following Proposition is an easy consequence of the Proposition Al.
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m vu n-wt,,+,U)-U+i)t,,U;+2(.cj 2<fettUJ ^ ,
(d) U 4)Zfei*2*-iU)= ^ ,
(e) (*2-4) ifai2tU)=n*M2,,+1U)-(2n+l)M2,,U)+l,
t=i
(f) U2-4) 2fc«*»(x)=(x+2) |nu.+1(*)-(n+l)ii,U)+l|,
*=i
(aO S (-l)'-'itfit_1(x)= (~l)""1(>"f'-(x8)+^-'(jt))+x,
/ ,,n v( iv-ii* r i- (-D"'1(^t2,,+1(A:)+f2,,U))+2
Id; 2,v~l; OTZiUJ- i ,
(0 2(-i)t-1HtU)=n(-D'-1U,,U)-M,,,1U))+ (~1)""_f"9(*)+2,
/ .a v/ ,\»-i, / \ (-I)""1(nxu2,.Gt)+m2n-!(x))
(d) 2,(-1) 1feM2l-1U)= 4JL1 ,
*=i x
(e') S (-D>-1*»*»Gr)= (~l)''"lCtl*M-'1.U)+*-U))+1.
3,
( f) 2 (-D'-lfei4(*)= (-I)"-' |»M.+1U)+(w+l)w.U)| +1
x+2
Now, cosnfl is zero at nd =(2k-l)*72, 6 =(2k-l)*72n, or cos (9 =cos|(2k-lW(2n)| , (k=l, 2, 3,
,n).
It readily turns to a Chebyshev relation:
OU 1
t.(x)=0OX=2cos o *, (k=l,2,•E•Eå ,n).
Since cos x is decreasing in [0,x\, all of these values are different. So we can factorize tn(x), as follows:
tn(x)= n (x-2cos^rJ-7r)-
t=i ^n
After some routine transformations, we have the following Proposition:
Proposition A5
(a) tn(x)=x"-21n/21- II (x2-2cos^L-- x-2).
k=i n
1(1-1)/2I OU
(b) un.1(x)=x-I-!I(Il-1)/81- n (x2-2cos-x-2).
k=i n
2. Some of main results of our earlier paper
It is well-known that the Fibonacci & Lucas numbers can be expressed by the forms
FI]= ( « n- /? n)/^, (A15)
and Ln= « "+/?". (A16)
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where a = (l+75)/2, ft =(1--/5)/2. Then we can get easily the following identities:
g»=Ln+V5F^ j3n= Ln-75Fn (A22)
and then
Fmn=^ j(L2i^)m_(Ln-^Fn)m| (A15)
Lmc=( Ln+2^F" )m+ ( Ln~2^Fn )m (Alff)
All of these formulae are well-known(cf. Kelisky[5] and Castellanos[3]). Comparing these identities with (A3)
&(A4), we can conclude that
( v/5Fn or iLn (n:odd),
if x= j (where i=v~l)
I i-/5Fn or Ln (n:even),
then the Chebyshev polynomials express (simple ratios of) the Fibonacci & Lucas numbers. All but 2 cases
are got by Castellanos[3]. He missed (d) and 0) of the following Theorem.
Theorem A1 For any non-negative integer m and n, the following equalities hold:
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Note that (e) & (f) are found in Kelisky[5]. For example, let m=0 in (f) & (l), then we have
tD(i)=iBLD, u,., (i)=in-' •EFn. (A23)
Let m=0 in(f) & (k), then we have
tn(3)=L2n, uo_I(3)=F2n.
(Bernstein [2] called the latter identity "new formula". Cf. Rivlin[7], 1. 5. 57(d). )And so on.
Combining this theorem with the former Propositions, we can readily get the following Theorems:
Theorem A2 For any positive integers m and n, we have
( r,\ V P F(2m.1)(n+1)+F(2m-1)il f;.-i
va; ^r<2»-d*~ T
*=1 ^-2.-1
( h) Vjr -*'2M(n+1)~rL2mn LZm 2
\uj ^l, r 2mt ,
*=i 5F2_
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( c) 2i, L
(2n-l)(n+l)~'"-^ I
.-I.--2
WJ 2<L2»t- ^ .
F 2m
( a) 2(-l)'-]F _(-l)"-'(F,m-1)(.+n-.F(2m-1)J +ir,(2«-l)» r
lj2m-1
(bO S(-Dt-1F^=( ^'"'fr'-c+i? L»->+L»- 2,
GIT>-'J 2m
( c') 2(-U-1!< -!,.= _ (-D-g,,-, ) (»+]) J+L^^-2
^2m-1
(dO i(-Dt-1L2^- ( 1)""1(F-'-;1' F»-)+F»-
*=1 ?2m










(aO 2 (-1)^tFit_i= (-l)-M«F.-+(2»+l)F,-,l +lt
(bO ic-D.-^^ C-D-MQn+1)^,-^,1 f
(cO ^(-D^'feF^C-i)1-1 IU+Df... -Fn\ +2,
(eO i (-l)-'feL2t= (~l)""1(5^-+L-)+2,
(f) ^ (-D'-'e^H-'Km+Sl,., -a.I-4.
Note that some of these identities are the same as Fibonacci-Lucas identities obtained by G. Wulczyn[10](in
slightly different forms).
As a bonus, we can get nice formulae expressing the Fibonacci & Lucas numbers:
Theorem A5 ^
(a) Fu= fl (3+2cos-),
*=i n
(b) Ln= fi (3+2cos(2fe~l)7r ),
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(c) F^F^ LJ-'-^' n' (L2m+2(-l)"-1cos^^),
*=i n
(d) A.=v'"«1 n a2m+2(-i)-cos (w~fe);r ).
Note that (a) is solved repeatedly. See Bedrosian [1] and solution of advanced problem (H-93) in the
Fibonacci Quarterly(cf. (H-lll) and (H-466), see also (H-64)).
3. Further results of similar type
We know that a trigonometric identity leads a Chebyshev identity, and then it leads a number of the Fibonacci
& Lucas identities.
For example, a simple trigonometric identity
sin(2n+l)0 -sin<? =2sinn0 •Ecos(n+l)0
turns to a Chebyshev identity
u2n(x)-l=un_1 (x)tn+1(x)
and then, it turns (by letting x=L2m) to a Fibonacci/Lucas identity:
"2m(2n+l) Mm ^2mn *J-'2m(n+l)> V-U
Similarly, starting from a trigonometric identity
sin(n+k)0 •Ecos md-sin nd •Ecos(m+k)9=sin k8 •Ecos(n-m)0
we get in turn
un+k_1 (x)tm(x)- Un_j (x)tm+k(x)=uk_1 (x)tn_m(x)
and Fn+kLm-FnLm+k = (-l)mFkLn_m. (2)
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which, in turn, leads a Chebyshev identity:
(x+2+V x2-4)n
=2-1 i2 (k)tk(x)+^=42 Ouk_,(x)|.
k=0 k=0






Thus we get (a) & (b). Similarly, let x=7(&L2J, and we have (c) & (d) (and (e), (f), (g) & (h), res-
pectively).
Note that (a) & (b) are (69) & (70) of Vajda[9], (appendix;list of formulae). In the sequel, we shall write
(V69) & (V70). å¡
Starting from identities
(-l+cosl? +i sin6')n=(-l+ei0°
=2 (-Dn-k(")cos k^+ii (-l)"-k(")sin k0


























5(-1)/2 - FLL2mQ, (n:odd)
-5n/2 •EF "2mF2ma , (n:even)
( f) 2(-l)l-'C)L ( 4m+2)k -("I)" 'Lnm+lL (2m+l)ni








-i>"' " ' i1' 2mL2n,n , U:even;
Note that (a) & (b) are (V71) &(V72).
Combining Euler's formula and the sum formula of a geometric series, we have, for any real number p,
2Pkcos k8+i2Pksin kd=£ (pe1')k
k=0 k»0 k-0
=pn+1 jcos(n+l) d+i sin(n+l)6\-\ , ,
p(cos6+i sind)-1
_pn+1jtn+1 (x) +/T:z4un(x)| -4
.ta\\*-v
2 Pktk(x) +/~F=4 2 Pkuk-: (x)
å !(x)+7 x2-4un
px-2+pV x2-4
Thus we get the following Theorems.
Theorem 3
( a) 2*'F =P"+1(F«^+PFJ-PUj .ti* > P2+P~l
w hpLk p2+p-i
(c) y*>F _/'"+1 Kj>-2)F2,-F2,,_1[ +j>
t=0 pz-3p +l
( ,) v,,f _P"+l\(p-2)L2n-L2n^\-3p+2W £oP 2i f-Zp+l
(proof)Let x=75 and 3 in (8), then the Theorem follows immediately.
Note that (a) is obtained by C. Podilla as a solution to the problem B98.
Next, we shall extend, only a little bit, the Theorem A4.
Theorem 4
For all positive integers m and n,
n
\ &) rzm^-! L2tn(2k+1) n I*2m*14m(n+l) ^nr2ml-'2m(2n+1)+L2mF2,iniL2In(n+ (n+1)
(b) 5 - F2l2k2L4mk=(5n2F22m+2)F2mUn+1)-(2n+l)F2mL4mn
k=l
n




(d) L2^2 (-l)k-1k2L4mk=(-l)-1 |5(2n+l)F2mF4mn-n(nL22m+4)L2m(2n+1)}
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(proof)These are readily obtained by the Chebyshev identities:
x2 2 (-Dk-1k2u2k(x)=(-l)n-1 |n2xu2n+I(x)+2nu2n(x)--t2n+1(x)l -l (9)
k=l X
x3 2 (-l)k-Ik2t2k(x) =(-l)"-1 |(n2x2-2)t2n+1 (x)+(2n+l)xt2n(x)| (10)
k=1
(x2-4) 2k2u2k(x)=n(n+l)t2n+2(x)-nxu2n+1 (x)+x(t2n+1 (x)-x)/(x2-4) (ll)
k-l
(x2-4) 2k2t2k(x) =(2n+l)xu2n.1 (x)+n(nx2-4-4n)u2n(x) (12)
k-1
We only have to apply (d) & 0) of Theorem Al. CU
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